
 

Command™ Medium Utility Hook Value Pack 
 

Product Details 
This medium hook can hold up to 1kg in weight, making 
them ideal for hanging for coats and hand towels. The 
hooks are easily and cleanly removed without damaging 
the surface underneath – no cracks, holes, damaged 
plaster, sticky residue or stains. The hooks can be reused 
by simply applying a new Command™ Strip. For your 
convenience spare strips are included in the pack. 
Command™ Utility Hooks are a great way to de-clutter 
your kitchen or hallway. They are ideal for keeping coats 
and dog leads neat and tidy. Command™ products are 
perfect in rented accommodation where you can’t put 
screws in the walls or are worried about marks and 
stains. They hold strongly on a whole range of surfaces 
including paint, wood and tiles, but aren’t suitable for use 
on wallpapered surfaces or for hanging antiques or other 
valuable or irreplaceable items. To remove the hook from 
the wall, grasp the hook and slide it upwards to remove it 
from the mounting base. The hook and mounting base 

can be re-used with a new adhesive strip. To remove the Command™ Adhesive Strip from the wall, 
hold the base gently and pull the tab straight down, slowly stretching it until the strip releases from the 
wall. All of these instructions are detailed on the back of the pack. Command™ is a trademark of 3M 
Company. 

 A versatile, handy hook for hanging items in your home or office 
 Strong holding power - up to 1kg in weight! 
 Suitable for most smooth surfaces including painted walls, tiles, glass and metal. 
 Removes quickly and cleanly without leaving marks or removing paintwork. 
 Ideal for hanging coats, bags and other household items. 
 See usage instructions. Wait one hour between mounting hook/strip and hanging item. Not suitable 

for use on wallpaper. 

 

Specifications 

Good for Humid Environments No 

Pack Quantity 6 Hooks, 12 Medium Strips

Size Medium 

 


